Customer Feedback
"Having experienced Suzi's excellent home cooked foods I can thoroughly
recommend her to you. Not only is Suzi very helpful and friendly but thoroughly
professional and well organised. I got exactly what I was looking for i.e. high quality
home cooked food that was of good nutritional value, beautifully prepared and
presented as well as there being plenty of it. Suzi is well informed on food allergies
and intolerances and caters well for Vegetarians and Vegans.
Thank you Suzi for doing all that I asked and more! I will be back next time there is
an occasion in the family and will certainly recommend. "
Maz Shrubb
____________________________________

"Suzie has provided several different food services to me over the last couple of
years. Firstly, she made and delivered good quality and excellent value individually
frozen meals to my Mother every week whilst she was alive, amending the recipes to
my Mother’s likes and preferences over time.
Secondly, following my Mother’s death she did all the catering for the wake of about
50 people – provided great ideas for an appropriate menu for the occasion. This was
then all beautifully produced, delivered and served by Suzie and her team at the
wake - leaving the family to be able to concentrate on the funeral event.
Thirdly, Suzie has, for 2 years, provided the food for a week long tennis tournament
run at my local tennis club each June involving 150 players and 100 or so
spectators. For this, she provides catering all day with a comprehensive menu for all
needs e.g. from a snack to a full meal. This was done with excellent service.
So, in summary, a varied, excellent and flexible service provided with a smile and
good quality price!"
Mr Neil Crawford
___________________________________________
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"Suzanne provided the catering for approximately 80+ people, some of whom were
vegetarian and strict vegans. The food was excellent, well presented and there was
a good variety of finger buffet and plated choices . I have no hesitation in highly
recommending Suzanne as a first class and reliable caterer."
Mr Stephen Legg
___________________________________________
"Sue catered for a wake for 18 people. She provided a wide variety of savoury and
sweet, hand made, finger foods, including a good selection of vegetarian and non
vegetarian. All the dishes were labelled and laid out ready for our return from the
service. It was excellent value and we would definitely recommend Sue and use her
services again."
Mrs Daphne Ormerod
___________________________________________
Dear Suzanne
Thank you very much for the reunion lunch you provided for myself and my friends
last week.
The event was a great success, thanks in large part to your excellent food and
service. Your choice of menu was perfectly suited to the occasion and the food itself
was outstandingly good. I would certainly recommend your chicken pie to anyone
and the pavlova was among the best I have tasted.
The tone of the event was set by the attractive way you set out the table (photo
attached), continued with your efficient table service, and ended with a perfectly
cleaned kitchen.
Thank you again.
Kind regards
Steve Pearce
___________________________________________
Hi Suzie
Thank you so much for yesterday. Yours and your mum's warm welcome to
everyone as they arrived at Grace's wake was much appreciated. The tables with
their crisp white linen and flowers looked lovely and the food was delicious.
I have already been singing your praises and have no hesitation in recommending
your services which were efficient, professional, and for me very calming, from
beginning to end.

Very best wishes
Elaine
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